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Doing Collaborative Research in Psychology offers an engaging journey through the process of conducting research in psychology. Using an
innovative team-based approach, this hands-on guide will assist undergraduates with their research—in their courses and in collaboration with
faculty or graduate student mentors. The focus on this team-based approach reflects the collaborative nature of research methods and
experimental psychology. Students learn how to work as a team, generate creative research ideas, design and pilot studies, recruit participants,
collect and analyze data, write up results in APA style, and prepare and give formal research presentations. Students also learn practical ways in
which they can promote their research skills as they apply to jobs or graduate school. A unique feature to this book is the ability to read chapters
of the text either sequentially or separately, which allows the instructor or research mentor the flexibility to assign those chapters most relevant to
the current state of the research project.
A guide on APA formatting for students. Format your academic paper step by step. APA format guidelines, tips, and examples. Guide to citing
and writing in APA format for students. APA formatting and APA style guide. APA recommendations. APA handbook for students "APA Style
Manual: APA Easy Way". General guidelines with examples. Easy step-by-step formatting.
Master the fundamentals of 7th Edition APA style with this newly updated one-step resource The newly and thoroughly revised Second Edition of
APA Style Simplified: Writing in Psychology, Education, Nursing, and Sociology delivers a concise but comprehensive guide to writing clearly and
effectively in APA style. It incorporates fresh guidelines from the Seventh Edition of the APA publication manual. Distinguished psychologist,
academic, and author Dr. Bernard C. Beins walks readers through how to write objective scientific research papers using engaging prose. He
explains how to develop ideas, connect them to what others have written, and express them clearly. The book also describes the differences
between written, oral, and poster presentations and offers instructions for applying APA style to each one. APA Style Simplified: Writing in
Psychology, Education, Nursing, and Sociology 2nd Edition goes beyond mere structural conventions and teaches readers the importance of
choosing effective wording, the right and wrong times to use technical language, and avoiding commonly encountered mistakes in word and
sentence selection. The author also includes sections on: How to write an engaging and informative introduction, including an interesting
hypothesis How to describe your chosen experimental method, including participants and subjects, materials and apparatus selection, procedure,
and design How to effectively communicate statistics and statistical concepts by keeping your mind on the point you're trying to make How to
show your results and relate them back to your hypothesis, including a few points about how to present your results to others Perfect for students
pursuing psychology, education, nursing, or sociology programs at any level, from undergraduate to postgraduate, APA Style Simplified also
belongs on the bookshelves of working professionals in the same fields who hope to sharpen their APA-style writing, communication, and
presentation skills.
The only practical guide for helping social work students create high-quality applied capstone research projects from start to finish This “mentorin-a-book” provides social work students with invaluable information on designing, implementing, and presenting first-rate applied research
projects focused on improving social work programs and services. Taking students step-by-step through the entire process, the book helps
students plan their projects by providing descriptions of the various research methodologies that can be used to improve social work programs
and services. It offers extensive instruction on how to write effectively by providing detailed information on all written components of capstone
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research projects, as well as the dos and don’ts of writing research reports. Covering data collection methods, program evaluation, organization
and community needs assessments, practice-effectiveness studies, and quantitative and qualitative data analysis, this brand-new book also
addresses best practices for presenting findings upon completion of the applied research project. Additional features include abundant case
examples demonstrating the application of theory to practice and an examination of both qualitative and quantitative research approaches, while
also helping students demonstrate social work practice competencies within their capstone projects. Practice activities in each chapter help
students apply knowledge to their research projects; and technology exercises help students master important digital research techniques. A
capstone project checklist and competency log help students monitor progress, and QR codes provide supplementary support and resources.
Additional resources include competency rubrics, detailed group exercises for each chapter, and a sample syllabus for faculty. Purchase of the
book includes digital access for use on most mobile devices or computers. Key Features: Delivers step-by-step information on creating highquality social work capstone projects from conception through presentation Includes a detailed summary of the major applied research
approaches to improving social work programs and services Explains how to research literature and write a problem statement on a social service
issue Contains extensive information on how to write effective capstone research papers along with abundant examples Helps students to
demonstrate social work practice competencies Offers case examples throughout to demonstrate the application of theory to practice Presents
practice activities and technology exercises in each chapter Provides a capstone project checklist and competency log Includes QR codes providing
additional resources for each chapter
Demonstrating Professional Competencies through Applied Research
Success as a Psychology Major
na
Research Methods in Applied Settings
Effective Writing in Psychology
Enhanced Discovering Computers & Microsoft Office 2013: A Combined Fundamental Approach

This book contains the necessary information for college students to write successful research
papers. Most research textbooks stop short at describing the step-by-step process of building
and presenting research papers. This book does not. The textbook's design walks students through
the logical process of building research papers and presenting research findings both orally and
in writing. Topics include: APA Writing Guide and Paper Requirements The Purpose Statement
Citing in APA Style What is a Scholarly Journal? The Literature Review Critical Thinking:
Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation The Oral Presentation Completing the Paper The textbook
serves as a primary textbook for courses involving research methods and paper writing or serves
as an effective supplement to courses with major research paper components. The textbook
contains several practical exercises and helpful tables as well.
Introduce your students to the latest that Microsoft Office has to offer with the new generation
of Shelly Cashman Series books! For the past three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has
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effectively introduced computer skills to millions of students. With Microsoft Office 2013,
we're continuing our history of innovation by enhancing our proven pedagogy to reflect the
learning styles of today's students. In this text you'll find features that are specifically
designed to engage students, improve retention, and prepare them for future success. Our
trademark step-by-step, screen-by-screen approach now encourages students to expand their
understanding of Microsoft Office 2013 software through experimentation, critical thought, and
personalization. With these enhancements and more, the Shelly Cashman Series continues to
deliver the most effective educational materials for you and your students. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
Inhalt Wie unsere Herkunft das Denken, Fühlen und Handeln beeinflusst: Brandaktuell in Zeiten
großer Migrationsbewegungen erhält der Leser auf gut verständliche und anregende Weise
Einsichten darüber, wie der Ort, an dem wir aufgewachsen sind, unsere Art zu denken, zu fühlen
und zu handeln formt. Basierend auf Hofstedes Forschungsarbeiten in mittlerweile mehr als
siebzig Ländern, über einen Zeitraum von vierzig Jahren hinweg, untersucht "Lokales Denken,
globales Handeln", was Leute trennt, obgleich doch Kooperation so klar in jedermanns Interesse
wäre. Diese komplett überarbeitete Neuauflage enthält wesentliche Beiträge aus Michael Minkovs
Datenanalyse des World Value Surveys und zur Evolution von Kulturen von Gert Jan Hofstede.
Zielgruppe Führungskräfte mit Auslandskontakten, Führungskräfte im Marketing und
Personalmanagement, Dozenten und Studierende in betriebswirtschaftlichen Studiengängen.
cs.nurse.res_theory
Write & Wrong: Writing Within Criminal Justice, A Student Workbook
Research Methods and Statistics
Doing Collaborative Research in Psychology
The Columbia Guide to Social Work Writing
Microsoft Word 2013: Introductory
Microsoft Office 2011 for Mac: Introductory
Write right in for scholarly success While world-renowned for the precision and clarity it lends to scholarly writing, keeping track of
APA style's exacting standards can be demanding (at times even excruciating!) for initiates and seasoned writers alike. Created and
governed by the American Psychological Association, it provides a universal style for formatting, citations, and footnotes in
psychological research, behavioral and social science journals, and beyond. Getting up to speed is tough stuff, but once you've got it,
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your work will have that easy-to-follow scholarly authority that will get high marks from your professors and peers alike. Your friendly,
frustration-free guide for this adventure in simplifying APA style is Joe Giampalmi, who has taught more than 100 APA-style composition
courses to college students. He takes the pain of following APA style away by breaking it down to its essential elements and focusing on
the important stuff students encounter most. You'll work through specific, real-life examples of using APA style for psychology,
criminology, business, and nursing papers. In addition to demystifying the intricacies of formatting and citation, APA Style & Citations
For Dummies has got you covered in all matters of grammar and punctuation—as well as guidance on how APA style can help you
negotiate issues around the ethics of authorship and the importance of word choice in reducing bias. Develop conciseness and clarity
Pay attention to flow, structure, and logic in your writing Know when, why, how, and what to cite Keep your writing ethically conscious
and bias-free Writing in APA style is something that almost all students will need to do at some point: APA Style & Citations For
Dummies is a must-have desk reference to know how to win the approval of your professors—and earn the marks you need for success!
Research Methods and Statistics provides a seamless introduction to the subject, identifying various research areas and analyzing how
one can approach them statistically. The text provides a solid empirical foundation for undergraduate psychology majors, and prepares
the reader to think critically, and evaluate psychological research and claims they might hear in the news or popular press. The text can
be used in all statistics, methods and experimental psychology courses.
Introduce your students to the new generation of Microsoft Office with the new generation of Shelly Cashman Series books! For the
past three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced computer skills to millions of students. With Office 2013,
we're continuing our history of innovation by enhancing our proven pedagogy to reflect the learning styles of today's students In
Microsoft Office 2007: Introductory Concepts and Techniques, Premium Video Edition you'll find exciting videos, which correlate to the
Table of Contents and mirror the step-by-step pedagogy of the Microsoft Office 2013 text to reinforce the skills taught in each chapter.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
The POCKET GUIDE TO APA STYLE, 5E is an essential tool for writing research papers across the disciplines. Concise and thorough,
the POCKET GUIDE offers straightforward explanations, annotated examples, and margin notes designed to help writers produce
properly documented papers in the latest APA style. Not only less expensive and easier to use than the APA Manual, the POCKET
GUIDE also includes extensive coverage of electronic sources, preparing writers to evaluate and use Internet references correctly in
their research. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
An EasyGuide to APA Style
Ebook: Research Design and Methods: A Process Approach
Research Paper Writing Guide for Criminal Justice and Forensic Investigation Scholars
A Taste for Writing: Composition for Culinarians
Research Paper Handbook
Lab Manual for Psychological Research
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Introduce your students to the new generation of Microsoft Office with the new generation of Shelly Cashman Series
books! For the past three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced computer skills to millions of
students. With Office 2010, we're continuing our history of innovation by enhancing our proven pedagogy to reflect the
learning styles of today's students. In Microsoft Office 2010: Introductory you'll find features that are specifically designed
to engage students, improve retention, and prepare them for future success. Our trademark step-by-step, screen-byscreen approach now encourages students to expand their understanding of the Office 2010 software through
experimentation, exploration, and planning ahead. Brand new end of chapter exercises prepare students to become
more capable software users by requiring them to use critical thinking and problem-solving skills to create real-life
documents. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Success as a Psychology Major, First Edition by David E. Copeland and Jeremy A. Houska is an essential resource for
any student interested in pursuing an undergraduate degree in psychology. Built from the ground up with input from
hundreds of psychology students, this First Edition answers every question a trepidatious undergraduate may have.
Success as a Psychology Major opens with practical tools on how to be a successful student, walks readers through the
psychology curriculum, highlights key skills to develop, and presents the various academic and career paths to take after
graduation. Unique chapters on joining a research lab, professional organizations and clubs, documenting students′
accomplishments, and practical tools for managing time and money provide students with resources they will use
throughout their academic career. Presented in a modular format with a student-friendly narrative, this text is a step-bystep road map to a fulfilling and meaningful experience as a student of psychology.
Combining computer concepts material from the best-selling Discovering Computers and step-by-step instruction on
Office applications from Microsoft Office 2013, ENHANCED DISCOVERING COMPUTERS & MICROSOFT OFFICE
2013: A COMBINED FUNDAMENTAL APPROACH delivers the best of Shelly Cashman Series in one book for your
Introduction to Computers course. For the past three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced
computer skills to millions of students. We're continuing our history of innovation by enhancing our proven pedagogy to
engage you in more critical thought, personalization, and experimentation with Office 2013 software. In addition,
computer concepts content has been fully updated and revised to reflect the evolving needs of Introductory Computing
students, and focus solely on what you really need to know to be a successful digital citizen in college and beyond.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
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Presenting a variety of viewpoints on current issues across disciplines, PERSPECTIVES ON CONTEMPORARY
ISSUES, 8e, equips readers to think, read, and write critically. Emphasizing writing and research, Part I offers separate
chapters on reading critically, the writing process, writing a summary, the critique, argumentation, synthesis requiring
documentation, and the research paper. Part II is packed with captivating readings organized by broad-based curricular
areas. Helping students fully engage on a personal level, questions at the end encourage a reaction to the readings while
Responding to Visuals sections prompt students to analyze images. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
APA Guidelines in Tables (Quick Study APA)
Selected Papers of Dorothea Orem
Volume III: Personality, Abnormal, Clinical-Counseling, and Social
The Writer’s Handbook for Sociology
Lokales Denken, globales Handeln
Evaluation Beyond Exams in Nursing Education
This clear and concise book demystifies the process of writing in APA style and format. Fully updated with
content from the Seventh Edition of the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, An
EasyGuide to APA Style, Fourth Edition identifies common APA style and formatting mistakes, how to avoid
them, and helps students become better writers and communicators of psychological science. Written in a
conversational style to make the task of learning how to write more enjoyable, this guide helps students
navigate the maze of rules in the APA Publication Manual and become proficient in learning the fine points of
APA style. Providing detailed examples and complete sample student papers that conform to APA format, the
authors illustrate not only how to write using APA style, but also what writing in APA style really looks like when
papers are complete.
Introduce your students to the latest that Microsoft Office has to offer with the new generation of Shelly
Cashman Series books! For the past three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced
computer skills to millions of students. With MICROSOFT WORD 2013, we're continuing our history of
innovation by enhancing our proven pedagogy to reflect the learning styles of today's students. In this text
you'll find features that are specifically designed to engage students, improve retention, and prepare them for
future success. Our trademark step-by-step, screen-by-screen approach now encourages students to expand
their understanding of MICROSOFT WORD 2013 through experimentation, critical thought, and personalization.
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With these enhancements and more, the Shelly Cashman Series continues to deliver the most effective
educational materials for you and your students. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
For those who teach students in psychology, education, and the social sciences, the Handbook of
Demonstrations and Activities in the Teaching of Psychology, Second Edition provides practical applications
and rich sources of ideas. Revised to include a wealth of new material (56% of the articles are new), these
invaluable reference books contain the collective experience of teachers who have successfully dealt with
students' difficulty in mastering important concepts about human behavior. Each volume features a table that
lists the articles and identifies the primary and secondary courses in which readers can use each
demonstration. Additionally, the subject index facilitates retrieval of articles according to topical headings, and
the appendix notes the source as it originally appeared in Teaching of Psychology--especially useful for users
needing to cite information. The official journal of the Society for the Teaching of Psychology, Division Two of
the American Psychological Association, Teaching of Psychology is a highly respected publication devoted to
improving teaching and learning at all educational levels. Volume III consists of 95 articles about teaching
personality, abnormal, clinical-counseling, and social psychology. Divided into four sections (one for each
specialty), the book suggests ways to work with case studies, advocate a research perspective, use the arts
and literature as teaching tools, and otherwise facilitate understanding of theoretical concepts.
This book provides a showcase for "best practices" in teaching statistics and research methods in two- and
four-year colleges and universities. A helpful resource for teaching introductory, intermediate, and advanced
statistics and/or methods, the book features coverage of: ways to integrate these courses; how to promote
ethical conduct; how to create writing intensive programs; novel tools and activities to get students involved;
strategies for teaching online courses and computer applications; guidance on how to create and maintain
helpful Web resources; assessment advice to help demonstrate that students are learning; and tips on linking
diversity to research methodology. This book appeals to veteran and novice educators and graduate students
who teach research methods and/or statistics in psychology and other behavioral sciences and serves as an
excellent resource in related faculty workshops. A CD with activities that readers can customize is included.
Your Complete Guide
Enhanced Microsoft Word 2013: Comprehensive
The Experienced Nurse’s Guide to Returning to School
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Microsoft Office 2010: Introductory
Handbook of Demonstrations and Activities in the Teaching of Psychology
Microsoft Office 2013: Brief
Packed full of useful exercises, checklists, and how-to sections, this robust lab manual gives students hands-on
guidance and practice conducting their own psychological research projects.
The authors of this unique text found that while most students can "crunch" the numbers quite easily and accurately
with a calculator or computer, many have trouble seeing the "big picture" or seeing how research questions and
design influence data analysis. As a result, the authors developed a semantically consistent framework that
integrates traditional research approaches (experimental, quasi-experimental, comparative) into three basic kinds of
research questions (difference, associational, and descriptive), which, in turn, lead to three kinds or groups of
statistics with the same names. This text: *helps students become good consumers of research by demonstrating
how to analyze and evaluate research articles; *offers a number of summarizing diagrams and tables that clarify
confusing or difficult to learn topics; *points out the value of qualitative research and how it should lead quantitative
researchers to be more flexible; *divides all quantitative research questions into five logically consistent categories
that help students select appropriate statistics and understand their cause and effect; and *classifies design into
three major types: between groups, within subjects, and mixed groups and shows that, although these three types
use the same general type of statistics (e.g., ANOVA), the specific statistics in between-groups design are different
from those in within-subjects and mixed groups.
The second edition of Effective Writing in Psychology helps users produce crisp scientific communication, form
concise unambiguous arguments, and render technical information clear and comprehensible. The new edition
incorporates the latest guidelines contained within the 6th edition of the APA Publication Manual. Clear guidelines
on effective writing illustrate how to generate strong and compelling prose, even when the writing is not aimed at a
research audience Incorporates changes to the guidelines contained in the 6th edition of the APA publication
manual Includes material on how to adapt APA style for poster presentations using PowerPoint, and for oral
presentations Contains a new section on using the Internet to present research papers and a new chapter on
conducting a literature search, to guide students through databases, keywords, sources, and connections between
articles Highlights methods for selecting a research topic and organizing papers Features a sample manuscript
showing common deviations from correct APA style and a version demonstrating appropriate use of APA style
In an era of curricular changes and experiments and high-stakes testing, educational measurement and evaluation is
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more important than ever. In addition to expected entries covering the basics of traditional theories and methods,
other entries discuss important sociopolitical issues and trends influencing the future of that research and practice.
Textbooks, handbooks, monographs and other publications focus on various aspects of educational research,
measurement and evaluation, but to date, there exists no major reference guide for students new to the field. This
comprehensive work fills that gap, covering traditional areas while pointing the way to future developments.
Features: Nearly 700 signed entries are contained in an authoritative work spanning four volumes and available in
choice of electronic and/or print formats. Although organized A-to-Z, front matter includes a Reader’s Guide
grouping entries thematically to help students interested in a specific aspect of education research, measurement,
and evaluation to more easily locate directly related entries. (For instance, sample themes include Data, Evaluation,
Measurement Concepts & Issues, Research, Sociopolitical Issues, Standards.) Back matter includes a Chronology of
the development of the field; a Resource Guide to classic books, journals, and associations; and a detailed Index.
Entries conclude with References/Further Readings and Cross References to related entries. The Index, Reader’s
Guide themes, and Cross References will combine to provide robust search-and-browse in the e-version.
Microsoft Word 2013: Complete
Pocket Guide to APA Style
APA Style Simplified
Advancing Your Nursing Degree
Papers, Posters,and Presentations
An Integrated Approach to Design and Analysis
Quick and easy to understand guidelines on APA formatting in tables for students. Quick reference tables can speed up your
academic writing process allowing you to focus on the quality of the paper to succeed in studying. Guidelines include introduction
to APA, general rules, running head, title page, table of contents, abstract page, body (introduction, discussion, conclusion),
headings, in-text citations, and reference list general formatting guidelines with examples.
Master the art of APA-style writing with this newly updated and accessible resource The newly and thoroughly revised Third
Edition of Effective Writing in Psychology: Papers, Posters, and Presentations offers compelling and comprehensive guidance to
readers who want to create powerful and persuasive prose in a rigorous, scientific, and APA-compliant framework. Distinguished
academics and authors Bernard and Agatha Beins walk readers through the foundational and advanced topics they must grasp to
generate convincing and credible APA-stye writing. The book combines an accessible and approachable guide to effective writing
with the most current best practices from the 7th edition of the American Psychological Association's publication manual. New
writers and experienced authors alike will benefit from Effective Writing in Psychology's descriptions of the most frequently used
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and important aspects of APA-style writing. The authors minimize their use of technical jargon and include explanations of how to
create effective posters, deliver high-quality oral presentations, and publish electronically. The book also includes: An up-to-date
presentation of ethical, inclusive writing and proper use of modern pronouns Step-by-step guidance on the use of APA formatting
in scholarly papers Explanations of how to create effective posters for poster sessions Descriptions of how to organize convincing
and credible oral presentations that leave listeners and conference attendees impressed and edified The basics of creating and
formatting electronic documents for publication on the web Effective Writing in Psychology: Papers, Posters, and Presentations is
an invaluable resource for psychology and social, and behavioral science students at any level. It also belongs on the bookshelves
of practicing psychology professionals, researchers, and academics who would like to brush up on their technical writing abilities.
15 Minutes. That's as long as we think any student should have to spend formatting their papers. Unfortunately, students often
spend hours trying to find answers from hard to follow manuals or confusing websites. Whether you want a step-by-step guide to
building a title page, suggestions for writing with greater clarity, or freedom from doing internet searches every time you have a
question about APA standards, APA Made Easy is the only blueprint that you will need for writing in APA style. This
comprehensive writing guide includes illustrated steps for formatting an APA document in: Microsoft Word 2010, Microsoft Word
2011 for Mac, Microsoft Word 2013, and Apple's Pages programs. You will also learn how to build an APA formatted paper from the
ground up by understanding: • How to outline information you've already gathered. • How to write an essay or research paper from
an outline. • How to write a solid introduction. • How to use the required headings in a research paper including Abstracts, Method,
Subjects and Participants, Materials or Apparatus, Results, and Discussion sections. • Building Citations within your paper and on
your Reference page. Also included in this guide: • APA examples and high resolution screen shots to help students correctly
format documents within 15 minutes. • Over 150 completed Reference examples • Over 60 completed In-Text Citation examples •
How to use Headings effectively in your writing • Specific examples that cover how to cite new media such as blog posts, emails,
websites, online lectures, computer programs, social media and much more. • A new section on using and citing DOI's (Digital
Object Identifiers) for new media. • A Short Sample paper in APA format. • For more information on APA Made Easy and
downloadable APA templates visit: YouVersusTheWorld.com.
Social work practitioners write for a variety of publications, and they are expected to show fluency in a number of related fields.
Whether the target is a course instructor, scholarly journal, fellowship organization, or general news outlet, social workers must be
clear, persuasive, and comprehensive in their writing, especially on provocative subjects. This first-of-its-kind guide features top
scholars and educators providing a much-needed introduction to social work writing and scholarship. Foregrounding the process
of social work writing, the coeditors particularly emphasize how to think about and approach one's subject in a productive manner.
The guide begins with an overview of social work writing from the 1880s to the present, and then follows with ideal strategies for
academic paper writing, social work journal writing, and social work research writing. A section on applied professional writing
addresses student composition in field education, writing for and about clinical practice, the effective communication of policy
information to diverse audiences, program and proposal development, advocacy, and administrative writing. The concluding
section focuses on specific fields of practice, including writing on child and family welfare, contemporary social issues, aging, and
intervention in global contexts. Grounding their essays in systematic observations, induction and deduction, and a wealth of realPage 10/15
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world examples, the contributors describe the conceptualization, development, and presentation of social work writing in ways that
better secure its power and relevance.
Engaging Undergraduates in Publishable Research: Best Practices
Writing in Psychology, Education, Nursing, and Sociology
Perspectives on Contemporary Issues
Self- Care Theory in Nursing
Social Work Capstone Projects
The Writer’s Handbook for Sociology gives students the tools that they need to develop evidence-based writing skills and
format academic papers in American Psychological Association (APA) and American Sociological Association (ASA) style.
This book helps learners develop a reader-friendly writing style incorporating active voice, parallel structure, and
conciseness. In addition, grammar and mechanics are presented in a systematic way to facilitate learning, helping students
fill learning gaps.
Introduce your students to the new generation of Microsoft Office for Mac with the new generation of Shelly Cashman Series
books! For the past three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced computer skills to millions of
students. With Office 2011 for Mac, we're continuing our history of innovation by enhancing our proven pedagogy to reflect
the learning styles of today's students. In Microsoft Office 2011 for Mac: Introductory you'll find features that are specifically
designed to engage students, improve retention, and prepare them for future success. Our trademark step-by-step, screenby-screen approach now encourages students to expand their understanding of the Office 2011 software through
experimentation, exploration, and planning ahead. Brand new end of chapter exercises prepare students to become more
capable software users by requiring them to use critical thinking and problem-solving skills to create real-life documents.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Introduce your students to the latest that Microsoft Office has to offer with the new generation of Shelly Cashman Series
books! For the past three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced computer skills to millions of
students. With MICROSOFT WORD 2013, we’re continuing our history of innovation by enhancing our proven pedagogy to
reflect the learning styles of today’s students. In this text you’ll find features that are specifically designed to engage
students, improve retention, and prepare them for future success. Our trademark step-by-step, screen-by-screen approach
now encourages students to expand their understanding of MICROSOFT WORD 2013 through experimentation, critical
thought, and personalization. With these enhancements and more, the Shelly Cashman Series continues to deliver the most
effective educational materials for you and your students. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Research Design and Methods: A Process Approach takes students through the research process, from getting and
developing a research idea, to designing and conducting a study, through analyzing and reporting data. Information on the
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research process is presented in a lively and engaging way, highlighting the numerous decisions, both big and small, that
must be made when designing and conducting successful research.
FULL STUDENT GUIDE TO THE APA REFERENCING STYLE
Enhanced Microsoft Office 2013: Introductory
Papers, Posters, and Presentations
Interkulturelle Zusammenarbeit und globales Management
Best Practices for Teaching Statistics and Research Methods in the Behavioral Sciences
Easy & Quick Academic Formatting

"This workbook is designed specifically to help criminal justice students improve their
research and writing skills. It can be used as a class text and as a reference guide for
students to use outside class"--P. xi.
Focuses on careful preparation as the key to academic success Brimming with practical ideas and
useful resources, this book aims to prepare nurses at all levels to advance and attain their
educational goals. Each chapter details how to prepare and stay motivated for the journey
ahead, including how to stop contemplating the decision and move forward. The book addresses
common barriers and fears about a return to school, such as how to handle multiple
responsibilities, refresh writing skills, finance a college education, and deal with the fear
of technology or being too old. Through real life examples from nurses who have faced the
challenges of re-entering college, Advancing Your Nursing Degree: The Experienced Nurse’s Guide
to Returning to School, details the process of selecting a program, completing an application,
and orienting to college life. In a friendly and personal voice, this book describes the
current academic environment and the expectations facing students today. Included are
checklists on what to look for when deciding on a school and program, how to identify gaps in
computer skills, and what resources may help promote ultimate success. Each chapter builds on
the previous one and contains resources and examples on preparing mentally for the rigors of
school, getting family and other support systems onboard, balancing job responsibilities and
schedules, sharpening academic and computer skills, setting up a study area that is conducive
to success, and celebrating achievements along the way. The book also details ideas on how to
finance a college education, including particular resources available to nurses. While written
for nurses at all educational levels, each chapter includes specific information for graduate
nurses. Key Features: Written by a nurse for nurses at all levels of education and experience
Focuses on thoughtful preparation, an often overlooked strategy for success when re-entering
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the academic environment Addresses the fears frequently expressed by nurses when returning to
school Provides practical ideas and real life examples from nursing students and faculty
Includes a checklist of items to consider when exploring program choices Presents strategies
and resources to fund nursing education
Helps educators to design assignments and rigorous rubrics that truly measure student learning
objectives The ability of students to pass an examination does not necessarily reflect or
guarantee their ability to apply knowledge in practice, nor are traditional exams a sufficient
means to evaluate all learning objectives. Written for both new and seasoned nurse educators,
this book is unique in its provision of rigorous rubrics that fully take into account learning
objectives and the teachingñlearning process, and promote objective grading. It examines a
variety of time-tested, alternative evaluation methods, discusses how to design them, and
includes best practices for using them. The book provides an overview of how evaluation and
rubrics play an integral part within the larger nursing education teachingñlearning process. It
helps educators clearly define learning objectives and desired outcomes, and how to evaluate
them. The book describes how to formulate a variety of teaching strategies, design effective
assignments, and examine in detail specific evaluation methods including best practices for
their use and exemplar analytic scoring rubrics. Also available are detailed, modifiable
grading rubric templates for each assignment presented. Evaluation methods covered include
papers, presentations, participation, discussion boards, concept maps, case studies, reflective
journals, and portfolios. The book will assist both new and seasoned nurse educators in their
quest to graduate competent, safe nurses at all levels of nursing education. Key Features:
Provides rigorous, modifiable rubrics for learning objective grading Includes time-tested
alternative evaluation methods Describes best practices for designing a variety of
teachingñlearning evaluation tools Includes guidelines for writing clear assignment
descriptions Discusses papers, presentations, concept maps, case studies, portfolios, and more
Although many articles and books have been written about conducting research with
undergraduates, there is a dearth of research on the process of publishing with undergraduates.
Thus, in this research topic, we assembled a collection of 43 articles from 98 researchers
worldwide who are passionate about—and have had success in—publishing high quality peerreviewed journal articles with undergraduates. The diverse articles represent a wide range of
practices to help researchers publish with undergraduates, including structuring the curriculum
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to promote undergraduate research and publication, optimizing research experiences for
undergraduates, training students in implementing advanced techniques, accessing special
populations, or conducting research in off-campus settings, addressing institutional and career
challenges for faculty, and increasing inclusion and diversity. Each article provides a unique
and diverse perspective that nevertheless resonates across contexts and situations. We hope
that the ideas, models, techniques, and practices in these articles will motivate and inspire
readers to begin, continue, or rethink how they engage undergraduates in publishable research;
we also hope to stimulate empirical and quantitative research on the effectiveness of these
ideas, models, techniques, and practices.
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Educational Research, Measurement, and Evaluation
Easy APA Formatting Step by Step
Designing Assignments and Evaluating With Rubrics
APA Style & Citations For Dummies
APA Made Easy | In Accordance with the 6th Edition APA Manual
Readers discover the latest advantages that Microsoft Word has to offer with this new book in the next generation of the Shelly
Cashman Series. For three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced essential computer skills to millions of
learners. ENHANCED MICROSOFT WORD 2013: COMPREHENSIVE continues the history of innovation with new features that
accommodate a variety of learning styles. Specially refined learning tools help improve retention and prepare readers for future
success. A step-by-step, screen-by-screen approach guides readers in expanding their understanding of Word through
experimentation, critical thought, and personalization. ENHANCED MICROSOFT WORD 2013: COMPREHENSIVE helps readers
succeed with today’s most effective educational approach. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Provides instructions on narrowing a topic, using the correct format, and writing the actual text for research papers, and offers
information on using word processors and online databases.
A TASTE FOR WRITING: COMPOSITION FOR CULINARIANS, Second Edition is the ideal resource to help culinary arts students
and professionals master key grammar principles and writing practices while learning to express themselves as confidently on the
page as they do in the kitchen. The author's signature writing style is engaging and accessible. Drawing on the language of food
and cooking, she explains even the most difficult topics in a way sure to spark students' interest and encourage mastery of the
material. Key concepts are brought to life through the analysis of student and professional writing samples, as well as the use of
vivid examples from the food industry and popular culture. A variety of exercises leads students through all phases of the writing
process, from the creative right-brain activities of generating ideas and writing a first draft to the analytical left-brain skills required
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for effective revision and editing. Although created specifically for culinary arts students and professionals, this one-of-a-kind book
can be used by all readers to develop their skills in - and taste for - writing. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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